Your favorite games from the
comfort of your personal terminal!

Here at Barona’s Chipless Arena, you have the
opportunity to play your favorite games from the
comfort of your own personal terminal. Buy in with
cash or chips, and play any of the outcomes that are
available. Play up to four different games at the same
time! Truly an Only at Barona experience!
Getting Started

PLAY MULTIPLE CASINO WAR HANDS!
How To Play

Choose which table you’d like to wager on by
selecting the appropriate tab. Betting begins when
the Dealer initiates a new game. The terminal will
display, “Place Your Bets.” To make your bets simply
select the appropriate chip value and touch the
positions you’d like to wager on.
With Chipless Casino War you can wager on any
combination of 7 different outcomes. And just like
traditional Casino War you can make the optional
Tie wager on any hand. The Dealer will deliver cards
to each position and end with the Dealer’s hand.
If your card outranks the Dealer’s card, you win!
If your card matches the Dealer’s card, you have
the opportunity to surrender your bet and receive
half of your bet back, or you can go to war by
adding an additional and equal value wager
to your original wager.

With multiple ways to buy in, you’re sure to get in
the game! Buy in with cash, chips, or marker at the
table, or with cash right at the terminal. Once bought
in, your terminal will display the amount of your
buy-in and you’re ready to start betting!
Selecting a Table

Here in the Chipless Arena, you have the ability to
wager on several games from the comfort of your
personal terminal. Choose from multiple games by
selecting the desired game from its individual side
window display. All games will have their own unique
color so that you’re always aware of which game
you’re wagering on.
Making a Wager

Once you’ve selected the table you’d like to wager
on, simply touch the chip value you’d like to use.
Once the chip has been selected, touch any and
all bet positions you’d like to wager on. For your
convenience, there are a number of “quick buttons”
on the bottom right hand side of the screen to help
aid in your wagering. If you need help in any way,
there is a HELP button on the screen that covers all
terminal behaviors. Our friendly and knowledgeable
Table Game staff is available for any and all of your
questions and comments.
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San Diego’s only

CHIPLESS ARENA
at San Diego’s
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SINGLE ZERO • LA PARTAGE • BETTER ODDS

EARLY SURRENDER • MULTIPLE SIDE BETS

COMMISSION-FREE
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How To Play

Choose which table you’d like to wager on by
selecting the appropriate tab. Betting begins when
the Dealer initiates a new game. The terminal will
display, “Place Your Bets.” To make your bets
simply select the appropriate chip value and touch
the positions you’d like to wager on. You’re able to
choose from two different layout views to better
help your selections. All your favorite number and
combinations are available, and with Single Zero
and La Partage, it’ll be hard to find a better game!

Choose which table you’d like to wager on by
selecting the appropriate tab. Once selected, you’ll
be able to wager on all available bets when the
Dealer has initiated a new game. Your terminal will
display, “Place Your Bets.” Select the appropriate
chip value and select all bets you’d like to wager
on. The Blackjack wager is mandatory, while any
and all side bets are optional. Once the timer has
reached zero the Dealer will draw two cards for the
Player and one card for the Dealer. The one card
for the Dealer will act as their up card. From there
you’re welcome to hit, stand, double down or split
as the rules allow and your luck directs. The Dealer
will receive their hole card, and any additional cards
they may need, based on the individual action
of each Player. For additional rules, please see
the HELP menu on the terminal or ask any of our
friendly Table Game staff.

Choose which table you’d like to wager on by
selecting the appropriate tab. Betting begins when
the Dealer initiates a new game. The terminal will
display, “Place Your Bets.” To make your bets
simply select the appropriate chip value and touch
the positions you would like to wager on. Chipless
Baccarat is dealt identically to our felt Baccarat
game, but with several new side wagers!

*La Partage - When Zero is the outcome, all even money
wagers will have 50% of the wager returned to the Player.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Straight Up (one number)
Pays 35 to 1
Split (two numbers)
Pays 17 to 1
Street (three numbers)
Pays 11 to 1
Corner (four numbers)
Pays 8 to 1
Double Street (six numbers)
Pays 5 to 1
Section (12 numbers)
Pays 2 to 1
Column (12 numbers)
Pays 2 to 1
1-18 or 19-36
Pays 1 to 1
Odd or Even
Pays 1 to 1
Color (Red or Black)
Pays 1 to 1

*Early Surrender is offered
*Only original wagers and any busted hands lose on a
Dealer Blackjack
*Players may split twice for a total of three hands

* Banker/Player closest to 9 pays 1 to 1
* Banker pushes on Fortune 7

Banker/Player Dragon Bonus

Pays 30 to 1 (Win by non-natural 9)
10 to 1 (Win by non-natural 8)
6 to 1 (Win by non-natural 7)
4 to 1 (Win by non-natural 6)
2 to 1 (Win by non-natural 5)
1 to 1 (Win by non-natural 4)
1 to 1 (Natural Win)
Push (Natural Tie)
Fortune 7 (Winning Three Card Banker 7)

Pays 40 to 1
Tie

Pays 9 to 1

